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Tiptop Audio Stereo Processing for ZDSP

The four cards in this set focus on processing stereo signals (signals 
combined or generated in stereo prior to the ZDSP input). Most of the 
programs on the cards have a single set of common controls for both 
channels of the stereo signal. These programs maintain the integrity 
of the stereo source throughout the processing.

Stereo Echo:

1>  Stereo BBD

Bucket Brigade delays emerged in the early 1970s as a solid state 
analog alternative to tape echo units. The delay line is a chain of 
capacitor ‘memory’ cells and the number of them determine 
maximum delay time. Since the amount of ‘memory’ was fixed and the 
signal always passes through the delay, the speed at which the signal 
moves from cell to cell is varied to get di�erent delay times.  Longer 
delay times meant a lower quality output signal since the ‘sample 
rate’ was lowered. You can emulate this by using an external clock 
signal to drive the Z-DSP processor clock.

Feedback goes over 100% for classic runaway BBD sounds and with 
no input and maximum feedback the internal noise will create a self 
oscillation just like vintage pedals. The Low Pass Filter control can 
add some of the dark character of the classic units. Overall, this is 
grittier sounding than the Digital programs but not as distorted as the 
Tape ones.

 Fdback - amount of delay output fed back into the delay line
 LPF - low pass filter in the feedback loop
 Time - delay time

 Input: Stereo
 Output: Stereo
 Mix: 50%
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2>  Stereo Digital Delay

This is the classic, clean Digital delay that became ubiquitous in 
studios starting in the late 1970s.

Feedback goes to 100% for near infinite looping repeats.  The Low 
Pass Filter removes high frequencies from the repeats.

 Fdback - amount of delay output fed back into the delay line
 LPF - low pass filter in the feedback loop
 Time - delay time

 Input: Stereo
 Output: Stereo
 Mix: 50%

3>  Stereo Tape Echo

A true Stereo version of Tiptop’s Tape Echo emulation with classic 
magnetic tape style saturation sound.  

Feedback goes over 100% but not to the point of excessive 
overload.  The filters are a combination of Low Pass and High Pass 
to sculpt the repeats into dubby goodness.

 Fdback - amount of delay output fed back into the delay line
 LPF - low and high pass filters in the feedback loop
 Time - delay time

 Input: Stereo
 Output: Stereo
 Mix: 50%
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4>  Digital Cross FB

Like the second program this has clean digital delay processing but 

the feedback repeats cross to the other channel (left to right; right to 

left) for a more animated stereo output.

 Fdback - amount of delay output fed back into the delay line

 LPF - low pass filter in the feedback loop

 Time - delay time

 Input: Stereo

 Output: Stereo

 Mix: 50%

5>  Tape Echo Cross FB

Like the third program this has clean digital delay processing but the 

feedback repeats cross to the other channel (left to right; right to left) 

for a more animated stereo output.

 Fdback - amount of delay output fed back into the delay line

 LPF - low pass filter in the feedback loop

 Time - delay time

 Input: Stereo

 Output: Stereo

 Mix: 50%
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6>  Mod Delay

A digital delay with internal modulation of the delay line. The 

modulation changes with the setting of the filter - darker repeats 

have slower and wider modulation while higher filter settings have 

faster and shallower modulation.

 Fdback - amount of delay output fed back into the delay line

 LPF - low pass filter in the feedback loop

 Time - delay time

 Input: Stereo

 Output: Stereo

 Mix: 50%

7>  Tape Wobble

The Tape Echo program with added instability in the virtual tape 

head to give wobbly echos. The rate of the instability constantly 

changes for more variation.

 

 Fdback - amount of delay output fed back into the delay line

 LPF - low pass filter in the feedback loop

 Time - delay time

 Input: Stereo

 Output: Stereo

 Mix: 50%
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8>  Di�use Delay

Di�usion spreads the input signal over time before entering the 
delay line which gives a repeat decay a more reverberant sound.  
The di�usion has some modulation to deepen the repeats and break 
up any metallic tones.  

 Fdback - amount of delay output fed back into the delay line
 LPF - low pass filter in the feedback loop
 Time - delay time

 Input: Stereo
 Output: Stereo
 Mix: 50%
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Stereo Filters

1>  Stereo Low Pass 24dB

A Stereo 4 pole 24dB/octave low pass filter with resonance. The 
resonance does not go into self oscillation but still has a narrow Q at 
high settings.  A drive control adds some soft saturation and limiting 
to the output.

 Drive - amount of overdrive soft saturation and limiting
 Cuto� - low pass filter frequency
 Res - the filter resonance Q

 Input: Stereo
 Output: Stereo
 Mix: 100% Wet

2>  Stereo High Pass 24dB

A Stereo 4 pole 24dB/octave high pass filter with resonance. The 
resonance does not go into self oscillation but still has a narrow Q at 
high settings. A drive control adds some soft saturation and limiting 
to the output.

 Drive - amount of overdrive soft saturation and limiting
 Cuto� - high pass filter frequency
 Res - the filter resonance Q

 Input: Stereo
 Output: Stereo
 Mix: 100% Wet
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3>  LP/N/HP Blend 2pole

A Stereo 2 pole 12dB/octave combination low pass and high pass 

filters with resonance. The Blend control moves between full Low 

Pass through a combination Notch filter and into full High Pass. The 

resonance does not go into self oscillation but still has a narrow Q at 

high settings.  

 Blend - mix from Low Pass to Notch to High Pass

 Cuto� - filter center frequency

 Res - the filter resonance Q

 Input: Stereo

 Output: Stereo

 Mix: 100% Wet

4>  Stereo Bandpass S/H

A Stereo 2 pole 12dB/octave bandpass  filter with resonance with 

the filter center frequency controlled by an internal noise source 

feeding a Sample and Hold process. The rate and depth of the 

Sample and Hold  have their own controls.  The resonance does not 

go into self oscillation but still has a narrow Q at high settings.  

 Depth - the range of the bandpass center frequency

 Rate - rate of the sampling of the noise source

 Res - the filter resonance Q

 Input: Stereo

 Output: Stereo

 Mix: 100% Wet
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5>  Stereo Band Sweep

A Stereo 2 pole 12dB/octave bandpass  filter with resonance with 

the filter center frequency controlled by an internal sine wave LFO.  

The rate and depth of the LFO have their own controls. The 

resonance does not go into self oscillation but still has a narrow Q at 

high settings. 

 Depth - the range of the bandpass center frequency

 Rate - rate of the LFO

 Res - the filter resonance Q

 Input: Stereo

 Output: Stereo

 Mix: 100% Wet

6>  Stereo Env Follow BP

A Stereo 2 pole 12dB/octave bandpass  filter with resonance with 

the filter center frequency controlled by an internal Envelope 

Follower. The source audio is tracked and the filter cuto� rises with 

higher levels. The Attack control sets how quickly the follower tracks 

incoming transients while the O�set sets the lowest cuto� 

frequency. The resonance does not go into self oscillation but still 

has a narrow Q at high settings. 

Works best on sounds with percussive type envelopes to give an 

‘auto wah’ type e�ect.

 Attack - how quickly the envelope responds to the incoming signal

 O�set - the lowest cuto� frequency of the bandpass filter

 Res - the filter resonance Q

 Input: Stereo

 Output: Stereo

 Mix: 100% Wet
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7>  Tape Saturation

A combination of simple Low and High Pass filters with tape 

saturation. A drive control sets how much the signal is saturated.

 Drive - level of Tape Saturation

 LPF - cuto� of the Low Pass filter

 HPF - cuto� of the High Pass filter

 Input: Stereo

 Output: Stereo

 Mix: 100% Wet

8>  Dual Band Limiter

This program has a simple variable frequency crossover network 

that separates the Low and High frequencies of the source signal.  

These two bands can have independent amounts fed into a limiter 

circuit with fairly steep slope. The overall e�ect is a dual band RMS 

loudness control similar to analog mastering chains.

 Low - amount of low band signal fed to the limiter

 Crossover - frequency where the Low and High bands intersect

 High - amount of High band signal fed to the limiter

 Input: Stereo

 Output: Stereo

 Mix: 100% Wet
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Stereo Modulation

1>  Stereo Pitch Chorus

This Chorus algorithm uses Left and Right Pitch shifters that change 
shift amounts slightly to produce a chorus e�ect. The pitch change is 
randomized to give a less static e�ect compared to typical delay lines 
with LFOs. A High Pass filter removes low frequencies and pitch 
fundamentals from the Chorusing for more pitch stability.

Unlike most of the e�ects in this card, this one can be used to 
‘stereoize’ a mono signal.

 RateL - frequency of pitch change on the Left channel
 RateR - frequency of pitch change on the Right channel
 HPF - cuto� of the High Pass filter

 Input: Stereo
 Output: Stereo
 Mix: 50/50

2>  Stereo Multi Chorus

Multiple Chorus Delay lines combine to give a very rich detuned sound 
to a stereo Source. Two di�erent LFO rates can be used to combine low 
sweeps with vibrato-like e�ects at once.  

Unlike most of the e�ects in this card, this one can be used to 
‘stereoize’ a mono signal.

 Rate1 - rate of LFO controlling one set of Chorus lines
 Depth - how far the LFOs sweep in the delay line
 Rate2 - rate of LFO controlling the other set of Chorus lines

 Input: Stereo
 Output: Stereo
 Mix: 50/50
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3>  Stereo Di�use Chorus

Stereo Di�usion creates a deep chorus e�ect when modulated.  
Di�usion is typically found at the input stage of a reverb to spread 
the sound before entering the main reverb ‘tank’ but here it is used 
by itself.  The e�ect has a slight reverb type sound that gets deeper 
if the Z-DSP clock is externally controlled and lowered in speed. A 
High Pass filter removes low frequencies from the Di�usion to help 
with pitch stability.

 Rate - rate of LFO controlling di�usion modulation
 Depth - how far the LFOs sweep in the delay line
 HPF - cuto� of the High Pass filter

 Input: Stereo
 Output: Stereo
 Mix: 50/50

4>  Stereo Thru 0 Flange

Flanging is a classic tape based e�ect that was emulated first with 
solid state electronics (BBD) then digital delay lines. This Stereo 
version uses ‘Through Zero’ flanging which means it passes through 
the null point for maximum cancellation of the sound at a certain 
point in the sweep. The Feedback is both positive (clockwise) and 
negative (counter-clockwise) for more intense e�ects.

 Rate - rate of LFO controlling di�usion modulation
 Depth - how far the LFOs sweep in the delay line
 Fdback - negative or positive feedback into the Flanger

 Input: Stereo
 Output: Stereo
 Mix: 100% Wet
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5>  Stereo 4 Stage Phaser

Phasers are analog filter circuits that attempt to emulate the tape 

flanging e�ect.  Early phaser pedals used 4 stages and this program 

is inspired by their use on some classic electronic music records.  

Regeneration is the amount of fully phase shifted signal fed back 

into the phase shifter chain which creates a resonance to the e�ect.

 Rate - rate of LFO controlling phase sweep

 Depth - how far the LFOs sweep in the phaser

 Regen - negative or positive feedback into the Flanger

 Input: Stereo

 Output: Stereo

 Mix: 100% Wet

6>  Stereo S/H Phaser

Building on the vintage phaser sound in program 5, this adds a 

Sample and Hold circuit to control the phase shift.  

 Rate - rate of S/H

 Depth - how far phaser sweeps

 Regen - negative or positive feedback into the Flanger

 Input: Stereo

 Output: Stereo

 Mix: 100% Wet
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7>  Tremolo

Tremolo is amplitude modulation (AM) of a signal and this version 

uses a full wave ‘through zero’ type of modulation for a deep e�ect.  

The LFO shape can be controlled from sine to triangle and a High 

Pass Filter removes low frequencies from the e�ect.

Note that the wet/dry mix can be used to mix in some of the dry 

signal for a less dramatic e�ect.

 Rate - rate of LFO controlling amplitude modulation

 Shape - mix of sine and triangle LFO waves

 HPF - cuto� of the High Pass filter

 Input: Stereo

 Output: Stereo

 Mix: 100% Wet or mix

8>  Chopper

This is a sharper amplitude modulation e�ect than Tremolo and has 

a more dramatic o� cycle. The LFO is a type of ramp wave with a 

shape control to give more full ‘on’ time (and higher overall volume).  

A High Pass filter passes only higher frequencies to the e�ect.

 Rate - rate of LFO 

 Shape - the shape of the peak of the LFO 

 HPF - cuto� of the High Pass filter

 Input: Stereo

 Output: Stereo

 Mix: 100% wet
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Stereo Pitch

The Pitch card has two di�erent sets of programs: 1-4 featuring detuning 
and tuning without additional delay lines and 5-8 have stereo delays for 
time based e�ects with pitch shift.  

1>   Stereo Detune

A Pitch e�ect with small pitch up or down tunings to create a detuned 
sound that thickens the source.  Independent control for Left and Right 
make it suitable for turning mono into stereo.

 Left - detuning of Left channel
 None - none
 Right - detuning of Right channel

 Input: Stereo
 Output: Stereo
 Mix: 50/50

2>   Stereo Interval Shift

This program uses pitch shifting in musical intervals with separate 
intervals for the Left and Right channels.  Intervals are (-12, -5, +7, +12) 
semitones.

 Left - interval of Left channel
 None - none
 Right - interval of Right channel

 Input: Stereo
 Output: Stereo
 Mix: 50/50
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5>  Stereo Band Sweep

A Stereo 2 pole 12dB/octave bandpass  filter with resonance with 

the filter center frequency controlled by an internal sine wave LFO.  

The rate and depth of the LFO have their own controls. The 

resonance does not go into self oscillation but still has a narrow Q at 

high settings. 

 Depth - the range of the bandpass center frequency

 Rate - rate of the LFO

 Res - the filter resonance Q

 Input: Stereo

 Output: Stereo

 Mix: 100% Wet

6>  Stereo Env Follow BP

A Stereo 2 pole 12dB/octave bandpass  filter with resonance with 

the filter center frequency controlled by an internal Envelope 

Follower. The source audio is tracked and the filter cuto� rises with 

higher levels. The Attack control sets how quickly the follower tracks 

incoming transients while the O�set sets the lowest cuto� 

frequency. The resonance does not go into self oscillation but still 

has a narrow Q at high settings. 

Works best on sounds with percussive type envelopes to give an 

‘auto wah’ type e�ect.

 Attack - how quickly the envelope responds to the incoming signal

 O�set - the lowest cuto� frequency of the bandpass filter

 Res - the filter resonance Q

 Input: Stereo

 Output: Stereo

 Mix: 100% Wet

3>   Stereo Di�use Detune

A combination of di�usion and detuning that thickens the sound and 
gives a slight spatial e�ect. Modulation on the di�usion gives the 
e�ect additional animation in the stereo field.

 Rate - speed of di�usion modulation LFO
 Depth - depth of the LFO e�ect on the detuning
 Detune - detuning of both channels

 Input: Stereo
 Output: Stereo
 Mix: 50/50

4>   Stereo Detune Octave

Detuning and octave down pitch e�ects give weight and depth to 
sound sources.  Separate controls for the amount of each pitch 
e�ect give lots of control over the final sound.

 Octave - amount of octave down added to e�ect
 Detune - amount of detuning in the e�ect
 Pitch - detuned pitch up (CW) or down (CCW)

 Input: Stereo
 Output: Stereo
 Mix: 50/50
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5>   Dual Microshift Delay

Stereo delay lines with detuned microshifting on each channel.  The 
pitch shifting is in the feedback path so repeats continue to detune 
as they decay.

 Fdback - amount of delay and microshift fed back into the delay line

 Detune- the detuning amount
 Time - delay time

 Input: Stereo
 Output: Stereo
 Mix: 50/50

6>   Dual Pitch Delay

Stereo delay lines with interval based pitch shifting on each channel.  
The pitch shifting happens outside the delay feedback loop so pitch 
is stable as the echoes decay.  Intervals are -12, -5, +7 and +12 
semitones.

 Fdback - amount of delay and microshift fed back into the delay line

 Pitch- the pitch interval
 Time - delay time

 Input: Stereo
 Output: Stereo
 Mix: 50/50
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7>   Stereo Shimmer Taps

Stereo delay lines with multiple taps and an octave up pitch shift in 
the delay feedback give another take on the shimmer e�ect.  

 Fdback - amount of delay and microshift fed back into the delay line

 Shimmer - amount of octave up in the feedback signal
 Time - delay time

 Input: Stereo
 Output: Stereo
 Mix: 50/50

8>   Stereo Detune Taps

A stereo multi-tap delay with detuning and some di�usion.  The pitch 
shifting is in the feedback path so repeats continue to detune as 
they decay into a dense reverb like tail.

 Fdback - amount of delay and microshift fed back into the delay line

 Detune- the detuning amount in the feedack
 Time - delay time

 Input: Stereo
 Output: Stereo
 Mix: 50/50
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